
Order Minimum & Packaging Sheet 

 Soluble Powder Flavors (maltodextrin base*), an inert white powder.
Perfect for soluble beverages and matcha. 

Liquid Flavors

 -The minimum order is 1 gallon (weight per gallon varies based on flavor)

 -Packaged in 1-gallon jugs, 4 x 1 gallon boxed case, 5-gallon pail (with both pour
spout and tear open lid), 55-gallon drums

 
Dry Flavors

Dry flavors are available on 4 different bases

1.

-alternatives are available in Non-GMO Maltodextrin, Tapioca Maltodextrin,
Dextrose, and Rice Flour. 
 
2. Rice Granule Flavors (using the husk of a rice grain), an inert beige small
fiber. Perfect for rooibos blends, tea bag grades, and ground coffee.
 
3. Grape Seed Flavors (using the grape seeds left from winemaking), an
inert brown seed. It comes in coarse grind. Perfect for ground coffee and tea.

4. Apple Granule (using the apple flesh left from apple juice making), an
inert beige chunky fiber. Perfect for loose teas and pyramid sachet teas. 

    



The minimum order is 15 pounds and in 15lb increments thereafter

Pallet quantities vary based on dry flavor base but are roughly 4 x

First orders will get the 50 pounds price even if ordering just 15 pounds. This is
a one time only per flavor benefit.

It is packaged in up to 50lb boxed case with double food-grade poly liner with

200lbs drums.

reusable zip ties or up to 200lb drums.



Flavor Waves is a custom flavor house and here to help with every

step of your flavor needs.

Turn trends into a new product for your brand.

Our Flavor Waves Team will assist you with ordering information,

and technical requirements to deliver your flavor solution. Starting

with assistance on developing a new flavor concept to delivery of

your order, we’re here every step of the way.

CONTACT OUR TEAM

To request a sample or to place an order please 

email us: info@flavorwaves.com 

or call us toll free: (888) 968-2783

 Visit flavorwaves.com for more information and subscribe to our

educational newsletter for frequent industry updates! 

FLAVORWAVES.COM

Flavor Waves Inc ∙ 10409 Pacific Palisades Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89144-1221

Toll Free: 1-888-968-2783

We're here for you!
Riding Waves of Peak Flavor to your Brand Success


